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 As our beloved pets age they are prone to the many conditions that also afflict us......sight 
and hearing deteriorates (smell will remain and compensate for the loss of other senses). 
Many may develop cardiac issues and renal disease. As with people blood pressure will also 
be elevated and have compounding effects on circulation and kidney function. Diabetes is 
not an uncommon sequela especially in some breeds of cat and exacerbated by weight 
issues and diet. Their bones and joints will bear the brunt of old injuries or just repetitive 
stresses associated with normal activity. Don't forget our pets age roughly seven times 

quicker than us so changes in their body also 
occur at this accelerated rate. 
The most important thing we can do for our pets 
is to ensure they are looked after and keeping 
them fit and healthy for as long as we can 
requires a careful diet and weight control and 
balanced exercise. As they age there may be 
advantages in giving supplements to help their 
joints such as glycosamine, chondroitin, the 
ubiquitous omega 3 oils; which seem to crop up 
everywhere but really help; and disease 
modifying drugs which are given by  injection to 
alter metabolic pathways and promote joint 
repair not degradation. 

The Seaforth Howler 

The focus of this newsletter is on age and 
arthritis! We have three relevant articles. The 
veterinary aspect is covered by Dr Tegelaar, 
while the practice promotion is developed by 
Jane our Practice Manager. Nurses share their  
perspective when India presents their free 
Weight Clinic. 
March was an exhausting month for 
renovations of our kennel area. Bree recalls 
the palaver in her article. The $45K upgrade 
reflects our ongoing commitment to ever 
improving our facilities both for our clients 
and patients. 
 In May we will say goodbye to Jenny one of 
our senior nurses. She is off to tour the world 
over the next few years and we wish her well 
and a safe return. We thank her for her years 
of loyal service! 
 Congratulations are in order for Rachel on 

being promoted to Head Nurse. 
We complete this Howler with some great 
behavioural advice from SABS if you have a 
Humpty Dumpty in the family.  
 We wind up with the usual unusual media 
snippets from around the globe. 
Finally, Bree and Wendii wish to thank 
everyone who helped to raise $1,000 (in just 
2 weeks!) for the Leukaemia Foundation’s 
Worlds Greatest Shave. Wendii reports both 
“are looking gorgeous and loving the short 
hair!” 
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Caring For Your Elderly Pet  
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Pain Free Pets Plan 

Each pet needs to be catered for as an individual and treatment 
will be tailored to best fit those needs. So please bring your 
pets in for their 7  plus check ups and let us keep track of their 
aging as we may be able to slow the processes by detecting 
changes early. Come to our information evening in May (see 
page 3 for details) so I may answer questions and give more 
detailed information as to how things happen and where we 
can intervene. 

By Jane Molchanoff (Practice Manager)By Jane Molchanoff (Practice Manager)By Jane Molchanoff (Practice Manager)By Jane Molchanoff (Practice Manager) 

As the cooler winter 
months draw closer, you 
may not be the only one 
starting to feel the cold 
creeping into your bones! 
Your older pet could be 
suffering from arthritis and 
joint pain too. The signs 
are not easy to see as both 
dogs and cats tend to hide 
pain and, just like us, they 
are all individuals when it 
comes to pain response. 
Pain indicators can be 
either physical, behavioural 
or a mixture of both. 
 Physical signs of arthritis 
include: 

• A reluctance to climb stairs 

• Difficulty jumping 

• Stiffness after strenuous exercise or after the rest period 

following exercise 

• Limping 

• Difficulty rising, sitting or squatting to go to the toilet 

• Loss of appetite 

 Behavioural changes may include: 

• Crankiness 

• Aggression or defensive reactions when touched 

• Abnormal vocalisation 

• Hiding where they do not normally hide 

 If you feel your pet is suffering from any of the above signs, 
please make an appointment to see one of our caring and 
experienced veterinarians. An orthopaedic exam can confirm 
the presence of joint pain, swelling or tenderness, although x-
rays may be recommended to assist with the diagnosis. If 
arthritis is diagnosed, your veterinarian will advise the most 
suitable treatment program for your pet. 
 Complementary recommendations may include a weight 
control plan (see India’s article next), proper diet and 
controlled exercise and physical therapy. 
 For the cost of a standard consultation, you will receive a free 
recheck 1-2 weeks later to assess response to any treatment. 
Each participating pet will receive a free gift. Please call 9949 
1288 to make a Pain Free Pets Pain Free Pets Pain Free Pets Pain Free Pets appointment for your pet now 
and ask us to help improve your pet’s quality of life this 
winter. 
  

By India Brooker  (Vet Nurse & Veterinary Nutritional By India Brooker  (Vet Nurse & Veterinary Nutritional By India Brooker  (Vet Nurse & Veterinary Nutritional By India Brooker  (Vet Nurse & Veterinary Nutritional 

Advocate)Advocate)Advocate)Advocate)    

 For many of us, being told that our beloved pet is a little, or 
perhaps a lot, overweight can be highly embarrassing. We 
here at SVH know how embarrassing it can be – in fact 
several of us have weight issues with our own pets – myself 
included! 
This in part prompted me to complete the Hill’s Veterinary 
Nutritional Advocate course so that I could help not only 
my own pets, but also others that were in a similar position. 
 Excessive weight for your cat or dog can lead to more 
serious conditions including diabetes, heart disease, arthritis 
and orthopaedic injury. These conditions can prove to be 
painful, debilitating and sometimes fatal for your beloved 
pet and expensive 
for you. 
 It’s for these 
reasons that we run 
the Hill’s Pet Fit Hill’s Pet Fit Hill’s Pet Fit Hill’s Pet Fit 

Weight ClinicWeight ClinicWeight ClinicWeight Clinic. 
 The Weight Clinic Weight Clinic Weight Clinic Weight Clinic 

offers free advice 
on how often and 
how much to 
feed your pet, 
suitable snacks 
as well as fun 
and interactive 
ways you can 
help your pet 
lose weight.  
Together with 
you we set 
achievable 
weight goals 
and monitor 
your pets’ 
progress.  
You also have regular contact for any concerns regarding 
your pets’ weight loss. 

A Weighty Issue... 

By Bree D’arcy (Trainee Nurse and Receptionist)By Bree D’arcy (Trainee Nurse and Receptionist)By Bree D’arcy (Trainee Nurse and Receptionist)By Bree D’arcy (Trainee Nurse and Receptionist)    

 To all clients who didn’t visit during construction and witness 
the mayhem first hand we here at Seaforth Veterinary Hospital 
have completed the first half of renovations on our new 
kennels.  
It took some time and many staff meetings before the 
renovations could take place and it turned out to be a much 
bigger job than any of us had first imagined. We had to make 
room for the workmen to do their thing and move our three 
resident cats up stairs to the wild life room, move everything 
into storage, we were also unable to book in any surgery or 
boarding as we were going to have no cages. 
The transformation began on Monday 16th of March with a 

The New Kennels 

Jane planning a hip replacement! 
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staff training up for the new system and getting slick with its 
use. June is our quietest month so we hope this ensures 
minimum disruption. 
 The software should offer many new features in particular a 
built in e-mail reminder system that will allow us to remind 
you of far more than just 
vaccinations. 
Long promised is a 
significant speed 
improvement that can only 
please clients with even 
shorter waiting times at the 
front desk. 
  

Free catered Free catered Free catered Free catered Information Information Information Information 
SessionSessionSessionSession    

    
For Seaforth Veterinary Hospital Clients 

 

Recognising the signs of arthritis Recognising the signs of arthritis Recognising the signs of arthritis Recognising the signs of arthritis 
and an effective and an effective and an effective and an effective treatment plantreatment plantreatment plantreatment plan    

    
Time Time Time Time 6.00pm 

Date: Date: Date: Date: Wedn 19th May    
Venue: Venue: Venue: Venue: Seaforth Veterinary Hospital    
Speaker: Speaker: Speaker: Speaker: Dr Hendrika Tegelaar    

To Register your interest and assist in 
catering please e-mail Jane on:    

Jane@svh55.comJane@svh55.comJane@svh55.comJane@svh55.com    

large skip arriving at our doorstep taking up most of the 
parking space. But the real work started on Tuesday 17th when 
‘Radford’ our Hire A Hubby began to knock down the walls 
making lots of noise and creating plenty of dust.  As Radford 
continued to smash down the walls he realised our kennels had 
been built to withstand a tornado making his job a lot harder, 
the demolition took much longer than expected. 
Dust was everywhere! But there was no point cleaning as it 
just kept coming. 
The new cages landed mid week with each cage in a separate 
(very large) box, these filled the whole car park.  As each cage 
was opened it was taken through to the kennels to be put into 
place and not without some difficulties of course, they 
couldn’t fit through the front door! Luckily we have a second 
entrance off to the side with the door being slightly bigger we 
were able to get them through. Only to find they wouldn’t fit 
through the door leading out to the kennels. But with a few 
twists of the screwdriver Radford had the hinges off the wall, 
the door down and the cages could now fit through.  
As the puzzle began to be put together cage by cage we came 
across the next hurdle, one cage had been made to the wrong 
measurements. So we had to wait for two days for the right 
one to arrive. After the cages were all put in, the finishing 
touches done, the cleaning started. Moving all things back 
down stairs and getting Benny, Hoovie and Ninja back into 
their normal routine was the biggest job of all. There were 
many trips up and down the stairs carrying heavy loads of 
blankets and towels knowing we would have to do it all again 
for the second half of the renovations.  
In saying this, the new cages look great and have been so 
much easier to use and much nicer for the animals!        

Mounting Behaviour—Humping 

New Stainless Steel cages of Seaforth Veterinary Hospital 

Coming soon! 

By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)    

This June we will be upgrading our practice management 
software to a new system called Viva VPM . It is nearly 10 
years ago since we last did this so it is long overdue, 
particularly now Windows has moved on to version 7. 
Installing  a new system always involves a lot of work with 

By Drs Kersti Seksel and Jaqui Ley (Sydney Animal Behaviour By Drs Kersti Seksel and Jaqui Ley (Sydney Animal Behaviour By Drs Kersti Seksel and Jaqui Ley (Sydney Animal Behaviour By Drs Kersti Seksel and Jaqui Ley (Sydney Animal Behaviour 

Service)Service)Service)Service)    

Mounting or humping is a common behaviour of dogs that 
many people struggle to understand. There are many theories 
as to why dogs hump and what we should do about it? So let’s 
take a look at humping, why it happens and how to manage it. 
Humping is when one dog grips another dog, a person or an 
object with its forelegs while pelvic thrusting. Thrusting bouts 
usually last from a few seconds to about half a minute 
although they can be longer. It is part of the canine 
reproductive behaviour sequence (part of their normal sexual 
behaviour).  
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 Why do dogs hump? The 
simple answer is that it makes 
them feel good. Perhaps a bit 
like scratching an itch. Some 
dogs hump because they are 
full of energy and this can be 
seen at many dog parks where 
young dogs indulge in romps 
of many kinds. Other dogs 
learn to get attention by 
performing humping 
behaviour. Some bitches when 
in season will hump or 
increase the amount of 
humping they do. For other 
dogs, humping is a way of 
dealing with anxiety. They 
may feel less anxious when they ‘hump’ as it gives them 
something to do rather than focus on the source of their 
anxiety.  
 All dogs hump.  Male dogs, female dogs, entire and desexed 
dogs, puppies and old dogs all can show humping behaviour. 
Puppies and young dogs will often hump in creative 
combinations as they practice the behaviour. High energy 
levels and youth are common factors in many cases of 
humping dogs. Humping targets can include other dogs, 
people, other animals such as the cat, soft toys, balls, 
cushions, bedding, clothing or anything else the dog thinks is 
suitable or is available at the time. Some dogs will only hump 
one specific thing, others are less choosy when it comes to 
picking humping partners. Regardless of the cause many 
owners find the behaviour very embarrassing when their dog 
humps. 
 Humping is not about dominance because the idea of 
dominance or pecking order does not apply to dogs. All dogs 
can hump because the behaviour is normal for all dogs. 
Problems can occur when dogs that want to hump other dogs 
do not back off when the other dogs signal they are not 
interested or have had enough. Problems can also occur if 
dogs hump excessively or humping behaviour is motivated by 
anxiety. Anxiety can be a complex problem to understand and 
if you think your dog is humping because of anxiety, speak 
with your veterinarian or your veterinary behaviourist. 
So what do you do if the dog starts to hump its favourite 
cushion in the middle of your swanky dinner party?   

•    Nothing. It is a normal behaviour.  If your dog only 

humps occasionally, there is really no need to do 
anything. 

•    In some cases it is best to give the dog its own 

humping cushion/toy. 

•    Ignoring the dog is usually best if your dog does it to 

By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)    

Lost dog’s big day outLost dog’s big day outLost dog’s big day outLost dog’s big day out    
A dog stranded on an ice floe off the coast of Poland was  
rescued by the crew of a research boat. “Baltic” was first seen 
floating along a river 100km inland but firemen were unable to 
rescue him at that time. He drifted some 24km out to sea before 
eventually being rescued.  A search has been launched for his 
owners. (where was his microchip!? Ed). You can search You You You You 

tube (eg “tube (eg “tube (eg “tube (eg “Poland dog rescue”) and see him being rescued! 
How to get your mum to buHow to get your mum to buHow to get your mum to buHow to get your mum to buy you  two new winter outfitsy you  two new winter outfitsy you  two new winter outfitsy you  two new winter outfits    
They say New York City is a dog eat dog world! 
Poor Lexie, a Westie, found this out when she went 
promenading with her mum.  When rugged up against the city’s 
winter chill wearing her designer coat, mum had to pop into a 
shop for a pint (of milk). Hitching Lexie up outside for a few 
minutes, mum returned to find Lexie, “Quelle Horreur! Sans 
Vetment” i.e. in the nuddy to you Aussies. Someone had stolen 
the very shirt off little Lexie’s back!  The upshot however for 
Lexie was 1. She was not stolen 2. She become an overnight 
celeb. 3. She scored two new outfits to replace the stolen one.  
Every cloud has a silver lining. Or maybe it was all a set  up by 
Lexie….?  
Frostie The Snow Cat…Frostie The Snow Cat…Frostie The Snow Cat…Frostie The Snow Cat…    
Lost both ears and tail due to frost bite 
after being trapped for 4 weeks in a frozen 
food distribution centre in the UK! It is 
said he lived off frozen peas and slushy 
ice.  
So it is true; if you leave that food long 
enough in the bowl they will eat it! - but 
only if you simultaneously try to freeze 
them to death…. 

Media Snippets  

gain attention (yelling at the dog gives it  attention). 

•    Distract the dog and ask it to do a different activity. For 

example offer it a chew toy as an outlet for its energy. 

•    Do not punish the dog. Smacking, shaking, scruffing 

and showing the dog who is boss are all unnecessary 
and for some dogs, very stressful and can make the 
problem worse. 

•    If the humping behaviour is directed at reluctant 

individuals such as older dogs, the cat or the kids, 
distract the dog by calling it away and then direct them 
to a more socially acceptable activity such as chasing a 
ball or running around outside. 

•    For high energy dogs that hump, increasing their 

exercise can help reduce this behaviour.  

•    Teach your dog to respond reliably to the cue to sit and 

practice with your dog so that it will respond when 
excited and likely to hump. 

•    If you feel your dog humps because it feels anxious, 

speak with your veterinarian or veterinary behaviourist 
about how you can help your dog feel less anxious and 
more relaxed.  

 
At the dinner party- move the cushion to another room ☺. 
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